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SANITY WINS IN ITALY
By John Friend

T

he dramatic rise of rightwing populist leaders across
Europe in 2022 comes as citizens there are growing increasingly frustrated by escalating
immigrant crime, sky-high prices, attacks on traditional family structure,
continued Covid-19 lockdowns, and
globalism.
Just this month, this surge was
demonstrated in Italy where a rightwing populist coalition led by the firebrand Giorgia Meloni of the Brothers
of Italy party dominated at the ballot
box. It marked a resounding defeat of
the pro-EU technocratic coalition
government headed by former Goldman Sachs banker Mario Draghi.
According to the latest reports,
Meloni’s party received over 25% of
the vote, while her coalition partners
Matteo Salvini and Silvio Berlusconi
and their respective parties each netted 9% and 8% of the overall vote.
The snap elections were called
earlier this year following the collapse of Draghi’s government in July,
largely due to an economic and energy crisis plaguing both Italy and
the broader European continent that
is directly tied to the absurd economic sanctions of Russia as a result
of its war with Ukraine. Draghi also
presided over strict Covid lockdowns
in Italy, which included severe re-
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strictions on private businesses, constant talks of vaccine passports and
mandatory vaccination, and other
misguided, unnecessary, and unpopular policies. Additionally, the on-going migrant crisis continues to impact Italy, a nation on the frontlines
of the invasion of Europe by economic migrants and purported
refugees fleeing the Third World.
“If we are called to govern this nation, we will do it for everyone, we
will do it for all Italians and we will do
it with the aim of uniting the people,”
the 45-year-old Meloni said following
the elections. “Italy chose us. We will
not betray it as we never have.”

Many have expressed outrage at
Meloni’s commonsense criticisms of
mass migration, the homosexual
agenda, the attack upon and loss of
national identity, and globalism more
generally. She is a strong proponent
of the traditional family unit and parenting, and proudly champions her
Italian heritage. She also recognizes
the important role women play in
society as wives and mothers.
During a speech that has been
praised by conservatives, populists,
and nationalists, Meloni denounced
the insidious globalist forces that are
at war with traditional values and
sovereign nation states, a theme she
has repeatedly emphasized much to
the chagrin of the far left.
“Why is the family an enemy? Why
is the family so frightening?” Meloni
asked, referring to the globalist plutocrats that have long attacked the
traditional family unit. “Because it is
our identity. Because everything that
defines us is now an enemy for those
who would like us to no longer have
an identity and to simply be consumer slaves.”
Meloni went on to explain how
these insidious forces attack national
and religious identity as well as the
very concepts of gender and family.
“When I no longer have an identity
or roots, then I will be the perfect
slave at the mercy of financial speculators,” she powerfully concluded.
“We will defend God, country, and
family.”
For her eloquent and righteous
defense of traditional values, Meloni
has been denounced as a “far-right
demagogue” that must be stopped.
The recent Italian election reminds
Americans, as the 2022 midterm
elections approach, that the bigger
issues at play are the forces of populism, tradition, and family against
the forces of globalism, anarchy, and
financial and intellectual slavery. ★
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